Argus AgriMarkets
Timely, accurate and dependable prices, news and
analysis for the agriculture markets.
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Introducing Argus’ Agriculture
expertise
Finding a truly reliable and independent
source of agriculture pricing, news and
analysis can have a huge impact on
your business – never more so than
now, when times are so uncertain and
markets and activity so volatile.
That’s where Argus comes to the fore.
Our agriculture market intelligence
includes accurate and reliable price
assessments founded on robust
methodology, alongside market moving
news and insightful commentary direct
from our expert global editorial team.
That coverage is now enhanced and
expanded with intelligence from Agritel,
newly acquired by Argus in 2020 to
bring specialist information, consulting

and forecasting for agricultural and
agro-industrial markets.
So whether you’re focusing on key bulk
agricultural commodities like wheat,
corn or soybeans, or feedstocks for
the surging biofuels markets - or all
aspects and components of the fertilizer
industry - Argus will help support you
and your business.
Speak to our team to discover more. We
look forward to working with you.

Jade Delafraye
Global Editorial Manager,
Agriculture

We publish robust price data, fundamental
information, news and commentary through
our price reporting services, and empower
our clients with best-in-class short and mid
to long-term market outlook services.
Our bespoke consulting and research
service supports clients with business
strategy support, due diligence, customized
analysis, research, supply, demand and price
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Our industry-leading team of agriculture experts
Capitalise on Argus’ thought-leadership and experience in the
agriculture sector. We are proud to have a widely respected expert
team of over 40 agriculture reporters, editors and analysts, with
many years of experience reporting on and analysing the sector.

Our multi-commodity expertise
We connect clients with insights drawn from a range of Argus
services covering related markets such as fertilizers and biofuels,
providing you with the full, interlinking narrative.

About Argus
Argus – the leading independent energy
publisher in the world – has been assessing
and reporting on commodity prices for
over 50 years. We cover a range of markets
including energy and energy transition,
agriculture, fertilizers, chemicals, metals,
emissions and key sectors such as logistics
and process technology.

Benefits of choosing to
work with Argus

forecasts, and strategic market research on
local and international markets.
Argus also produce a series of mustattend conferences that provide excellent
networking opportunities and insightful
speakers.
Our services are used by a wide range
of clients world-wide, from commodity
producers, financial institutions and
shippers, to plant contractors, trading
companies, government agencies, trade
associations and more.
Argus’ team of market experts includes
reporters, editors, analysts and consultants
with many years of experience reporting on
and analysing commodity markets.

Paris Grain Day and our extensive network within
the industry
We organise the industry-leading Paris Grain Day conference, and
regularly speak at key industry events - ensuring our clients benefit
from our relationships with the key personalities in the sector.

Our multi-disciplined approach
You will benefit from powerful, consistent and interlinking market
intelligence – Argus price reporting, short and mid to long-term
market outlook services compliment each other to provide you with
a comprehensive and complete view of the agriculture industry.
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Introducing Argus
AgriMarkets

Argus AgriMarkets is a daily pricing and analysis service covering global grains
and oilseeds markets. It provides buyers and sellers with visibility on opaque cash
markets for wheat, corn, barley and soybeans in competing origin markets across
the Black Sea, Europe and the Americas on both FOB and CPT.

Unique forward pricing
Our forward pricing is especially unique - it offers traders a deeper, more holistic
view of the market, especially in the months before the new crop starts when
there is very little spot activity. Argus AgriMarkets includes market-moving
production and yield forecasting from our analytics arm Agritel, enabling traders to
get ahead of the market.

Key regional prices
• Daily prices for Ukraine and Russian wheat

Ukraine feed barley cpt
spot $/t
203.50
Canada wheat 13.5%
fob (CWRS)
spot $/t
356.00

Ukraine corn fob (UC1)
spot $/t
267.50
Ukraine corn cpt (UC2)
spot $/t
252.50

Wheat 12.5% fob Russia
(Novorossiysk) spot $/t 247.50

Ukraine wheat 11.5% fob
(UW1) spot $/t 239.50
Ukraine wheat 11.5% cpt
(UW2) spot $/t 224.00

China soybeans cfr diff to
CBOT Nov ¢/bushel +316.5

• Daily prices for Ukraine corn markets
• Daily prices for Canada wheat (fob Vancouver)
• Daily prices for Brazil soybeans and corn markets (during the export season for
each market)
• Seven-month curve for soybeans delivered to China (cfr), assessed as
differentials
to CBOT soybean

Brazil corn fob Santos
diff to CBOT Sep
¢/bushel
+103.5

• Key grains freight rates
Download a sample issue of Argus AgriMarkets »
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A complete solution, from
daily PDF to live online data

Argus AgriMarkets - daily PDF report

Argus AgriMarkets - work smarter with our delivery platform

• Executive summary

Navigating the ever-changing energy and commodity markets successfully means
having the right information at your fingertips. And, the sooner you reach the prices
and news of interest the more time you have to make critical decisions. The Argus
Direct and Workspaces platform gives you the tools you need to work smarter.

• Key current and historical prices
• Grains, oilseeds and veg oils tenders
• Black Sea market – news, insight, current and forward prices
• Ukraine wheat market
• Ukraine corn market
• Ukraine barley market
• Russia wheat market (spot prices only)
• Brazil soybean and corn - news, insights and prices
• China soybeans market
• Global news and key market developments
• Proprietary datasets

• Save time
Get straight to the information of interest faster and easier than ever before.
• Gain greater clarity
Monitor the latest prices and movements by setting up your chosen views with
pre-configured templates - or easily build your own.
• Share insights
Ensure everyone in your team can easily access the same insights.

• Access to our Argus Direct delivery platform
Download a sample issue of Argus AgriMarkets »
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Complementary Market
Coverage

Biofuels

Fertilizer

As governments continue their attempts to lower emissions in line with
international targets, demand for biofuels is increasing significantly. Surging
global biofuels output means that new challenges and opportunities are constantly
emerging. That’s why staying on top of the ever-changing biofuels landscape is ever
more important.

Argus produces the most comprehensive suite of pricing and market intelligence
services available to the fertilizer industry.

Argus biofuels coverage includes price assessments and key insights into regional
biodiesel, ethanol and feedstock markets, along with updates on changing
legislation, long-term market fundamentals and the latest market-moving news.

Find out more at www.argusmedia.com/biofuels »
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Our price reporting services provide accurate and reliable price assessments,
alongside news and market commentary direct from our expert global editorial
team. Our monthly short-term outlooks deliver essential 12-month forecasts for
prices and trade balances, while our analytics services connect you with industryleading analysis of medium-to-long term outlooks, price forecasts and cost and
supply curves. In addition, we provide specialist reports and fully bespoke and
multi-client consulting solutions, including market-specific research and analysis.

Find out more at www.argusmedia.com/fertilizer »
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Argus

Global reach, local expertise

27-28 January 2022
In-person: Le Méridien Etoile, Paris, France
& Online Access
Bringing the grain expertise to Paris
Gain insight from industry experts, including:
Fahad Vaipel,
Vice President,
Olam International

Thiago Eisele Milani,
Head of Soybeans
Trading, Gavilon
Sinan Bayrakli,
Managing Partner,
Kesmezlioglu
Grain Trade
Christina Serebryakova,
Broker and Head of
Analytical Department,
Atria Brokers
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Discover more at: www.parisgrainday.com

Argus has an expert team of over 40 agriculture market reporters, editors and
analysts in offices across the world, allowing us to provide our clients with
accurate reporting and focused analysis from the ground.
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Contact Us

Contact Information
Houston
2929 Allen Parkway, Suite 700
- Houston, Texas 77019
Tel:
+1 713 968 0000
New York
500 Fifth Avenue, Suite 2410
New York, NY 10110
Tel:
+ 1 646 376 6130
Sao Paulo
Av. Angélica, 2.220 - Rooms
112 and 113 – Consolação –
São Paulo, SP – Brazil
Tel:
+ 55 11 3231 0237

London
Lacon House, 84 Theobald’s
Road, WC1X 8NL
Tel:
+ 44 20 7780 4200
Kyiv
30/39 Schekavitskaya
Street,Office 30, Ukraine
Tel:
+38 (044) 298 18 08
Singapore
50 Raffles Place, 10-01
Singapore - Land Tower
Singapore, 048623
Tel:
+ 65 6496 9966

Moscow
7 Nastasyinsky pereulok Moscow
Tel:
+ 7 495 933 7571
Dubai
Office 2803-2804, 28th floor,
Shatha Tower, Dubai Media
City, P. O. Box 502821
Tel:
+ 971 4365 8667

Please visit www.argusmedia.com/contact-us for the full list of our offices.
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